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Name:
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Birth Preferences

Dear Midwives,

Birth Partner

Relationship to you:

Elle Western

07714 212577

28/01/22

Beatrice Birth Centre

Matthew Western (Matt)

Husband

xxxxx xxxxxx

Thank you for taking the time to read through our Birth Preferences, we are fully aware that our birth will
be what it will be, but we hope that you will respect our wishes to enable us the very best opportunity of

achieving the birth we desire.
 

I have previously had a very positive and quick spontaneous vaginal delivery, I have the full confidence in
my body and baby to birth as nature intended and therefore would appreciate to be left to labour as

independently as possible.
 

We wish to have a calm, quiet and natural waterbirth at home. We will be using Hypnobirthing and
therefore would like to keep our birth space as quiet and peaceful as possible language and our

environment is very important to us.
 

As experienced Midwives we will respect your thoughts as caring professionals should the need arise to
deviate from our plan.

 
Should special circumstances arise which is not a true medical emergency we trust that you can provide us
with a full explanation of the issues and our options with enough time for us to make informed decisions. 

 
Please make this information known to any other obstetricians or midwives who may be attending the

birth should you not be attending us.



Birth Requests

 

Monitoring

  

IMportant Information

 

Environment

Before Birth

 

Pain Relief

Medical conditions/allergies
Language - no mention of pain, please use

"comfort levels" instead

I will ask for a stretch & sweep if I would like
one

I will only accept induction if medically indicated
I would like to be given the opportunity to use

natural induction methods first
I would like the opportunity to have a scan

before an induction/c-section

Calm & positive 

Dim lighting
Fairy lights/tea lights

Aromatherapy
Own music/Hypnobirthing tracks

Quiet, but not silent
No mention of times/progress/

 
 

SIGHT / SOUND / TOUCH / SMELL / TASTE

Wireless and/or intermittent

Please listen in as/when you need to. There's no
need to ask each time.

 
I would like to be as mobile as possible so would

prefer intermittent monitoring, if this is not
possible, please could I use wireless monitoring

instead 

Please do not offer, I will ask

Please remind me of my Hypnobirthing tools &
techniques.

 
If I do feel as though I need additional pain relief

I will ask, I am aware of the pain relief options
available to me.



 

Second Stage

 

Positions FOr Labour & Birth

 
Birth pool

 

Established Labour
Labour Ward

 

Upright, forward and open

I would prefer not to labour or birth on my back,
however will listen to my body if this is what it

needs.
 

Please encourage me to remain UFO
 

I would like to remain mobile and use my
birthing ball for best comfort and positioning

I would like to use the birth pool for comfort,
pain relief during labour and would love to birth

in the pool

No coached pushing

I am confident in my birthing ability and wold
prefer to be left to progress without unnecessary

interference.
 

No VE's unless medically indicated.
No mention of time/progress

 
Balloon & Bubble Breathing

Use birth ball, pool
Remain UFO

Leave me to it!

I will be able to recognise when my baby is ready
to be born and would like to breathe my baby

out.
 

Please remind me to change position if we aren't
progressing

 
Please remind me to keep my jaw loose (floppy
face, floppy fanny) and let my baby take their

time
 

When baby is born I'd like to bring them straight
up to my chest

Private room, birth pool - as homely as possible

If I do end up having to birth in hospital I would
like to replicate my homebirth as much as

possible.
 

I will bring my home comforts, I would like the
lights dim and as few people and interruptions as

possible.
 

Please treat my birthing space as if it were my
home and treat by birth as if it was a homebirth



 

Unplanned Caesarian

 

Assisted delivery

 

Third Stage

 

 

golden hour

Only as a very last resort

I understand it is totally natural for my labour to
stall or slow at any point. Please allow us time.

 
Please remind me to change position or give us

some privacy to increase oxytocin levels.
 

If assisted delivery is medically indicated as baby
is distressed I would prefer a ventouse over

forceps but respect your experienced opinion

Gentle/Natural c-sec

If it isn't a true emergency I would prefer a
gentle/natural caesaerian section.

 
I would like my own music played and the lights

above my head to be dimmed
 

I would like the curtain dropped so I can see my
baby being born and would like to receive baby

to my chest as soon as possible. If this is not
possible please allow my birth partner to take

baby.
 

If at all possible I would like to be able to seed
my baby with bacteria to stimulate microbiome

as if they were born naturally.

Baby on my chest as soon as possible

We would like to enjoy an undisturbed golden
hour or more. 

 
No pressure to get baby to feed

No unnecessary chatter
No hat as I'd like to sense babies head to help

with the oxytocin

Physiological Placenta Delivery

I plan on a physiological placenta delivery. 
 

My placenta was stubborn last time so would
appreciate being reminded to stand up or move

to the loo if its taking its time.
 

I would like to keep my placenta so please ensure
it is kept in a sterile container and refrigerated as

soon as possible
 

If I experience a PPH I understand I may need
the injection and to be transferred to hospital,

please allow me to keep my baby with me



 

 

 

anything else...

Thank you

I am happy for baby to receive the vitamin K injection
 

I would like to breastfeed but don't want to feel pressured in to this
 

If we stay on postnatal ward we would like a private room if one is
available to us 

Thank you for taking the time to read this and respecting our birth
wishes.

 
We are looking forward to the safe arrival of our baby. 

 
Thank you for supporting us and being part of our very special journey.


